Logline

Four hardened inmates con a last chance at
redemption, but they’ll have to work together to
please fast food Karens to get it.

Summary
Work Release is a comedy that intentionally touches on
difficult themes such as our failed inmate labor systems,
drug addiction and workplace harassment. It is our hope
that, through comedy, dialog about our failed systems of
work release can be started.
Work Release was created by Tonier Cain, a survivor of
similar events and expert on trauma care.

Kayla Wilson
An ex-CEO caught cooking her books, Kayla
is trying desperately to keep visitation with her
son and her self-respect through work release.
Unfortunately, she has never worked a day of
labor in her life so she fails spectacularly at
even basic tasks.

Lulu Bell
Charming, smart, beautiful… and a perpetual
crack user. Lulu has had chance after chance
to get clean, but something always pushes her
back. She has failed so many times she has
lost faith. Her new work release sisters will
help her find hope again.

Maggie Masterson
A natural born grifter with no shame, everything she does has an ulterior motive.
Although she’s rotten to the core, she frustratingly gets away with almost everything by
virtue of being young and ’innocent’ looking.

Nick Lachey
At one point idealistic, now jaded and tired,
Nick has seen so many inmates fail he now
sleep walks through his pointless days. The
less he puts in, the better. The harder that
Kayla, Lulu and Maggie try, the harder he
pushes for them to fail before he gets too
emotionally invested.

Debra
Super-serious and naive to the point of
absurd, she is an old soul and the only person
actually trying to do the right thing. It makes
her both adorable and annoying in equal
measures.

Bud
A semi-professional lover, Bud is gorgeous.
He is the finest piece of meat you have ever
seen. Ever. Unfortunately he is not bright, but
we can’t have it all. Debra’s brother.

